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Important Note
l

'

2'
3'

:

The Provisionally Eligible candidates
as mentioned in the above
List shail be required to
appear for written Test / Presentation
& Interview as per the schedure and
venue to be
notified on the Institute website.
The date and time for written
Test, Presentation & Interview
arongwith necessary
instructions w'r be uproaded
on Institute website rvrvrv.'rnit.ac.in
shortry.
Applicants must fully satisfy
themselves about their eligibility

as prescribed in the
referred advertisement' before
appearing in the Test/presentation
& Interview. If an
applicant is inadvertently allowed
to appear in Test/ presentation
& Interview who
otherwise does not fulfil the
minimum eligibility requirements,
he/she cannot, at a later
date' use that as a right to claim
that he/she meets the eligibility
requirements. The
Institute reserves
er the
r'v rrBrrr
right rrut
not to allow
all
a candidate to appear in Interview
if it is found

that:
[i]

Minimurn erigibirity requiremenrs
are not furfiiled.
Iii] False documentation has U..n Oon..
[iii] Any other similar valid reason.

4'

The candidature of all the above
listed candidates is purery provisionar
subject to
verification and fulfillment
of the eligibility criteria with regards
to age, essentiar
qualification' experience
and reservation etc. and if
they are found ineligible
at any
stage, their candidature
will be cancelled.

5' All candidates'

as mentioned above have
been shortristed subject to
crarification and
submission of essential documents.
They are advised to bring
ail the originar documents

(Qualification certificates/
category certificates/ other
certificates and rerevant
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documents etc') pertaining to their
every claim for physical verification, failing
rvhich
they will not be considered for the Interview.
The candidature is liable to be cancelled
at
any stage of the recruitment process
and no claim whatsoever, will be entertained
in
absence of all appropriate original
documents.
6.

7.

8.

Those candidates who are in Govt.
Service (including

MNIT Jaipur Employees) and who
were shortlisted are required to produce
No objection certificate (Noc) at the
time of
Interview' No candidates will be allowed
to appear for the Interview without Noc
as per
the conditions of the advertisement.

If

.tJ;ii?3ffi'J::1J"*j["0:"t

to

fillthe

vacancv/vacancies and no correspondence
in

canvassing in any from and/or bringing
any.influence, poritical, or otherwise,
treated as a disqualification for the
fosiapplied for.
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